Bee Sweet Honey Company is located in
the natural forest region of central Zambia.
Our Light Amber, polyfloral raw Honey
is 100% organic and produced in virgin
Miombo forests. There are no additives,
preservatives, or economic adulterants
added. This is truly honey in its purest,
delicious and natural form. Our Honey
has been recognized with an Organic
Certification under EcoCert for the EU and
USA.

The Bee Sweet Honey LTD
Bee Sweet is a socially and environmental Company
built by faith based business professionals committed to
improving the lives of Africans. Bee Sweet incorporates a
holistic approach involving each step of the beekeeping
and honey producing process. We built our state of the art
top bar hives in a factory located on our premises. Our hives
improve on the traditional African form of beekeeping
which involves a “bark hive” which requires killing the tree
and results in dirty, dark, and smoky honey. Our hives our
sustainable and permanent and our honey harvesting
techniques assures the honey remains clean and pure.
We assist our beekeeping partners in harvesting, and
then process and package all of the honey at our centrally
located processing facility.

Empowering Africans
and Saving the Forests
We believe in empowering Africans to
develop a sustainable source of income to
lift themselves out of poverty. We partner
with over 2,000 families who maintain the
hives, assisting in all aspects of beekeeping
on their remote land. This creates a dual
economic and environmental benefit by
providing a powerful economic incentive
to expand their beekeeping and also stop
cutting down the forests of Africa and
allowing the bees to generate income.

Our Business Vision and Commitment to Africans
BEE SWEET HONEY Ltd.
Plot No. 1 Jacope Rd, Luanshya Turn-off.
P.O.Box 70839, Ndola – Zambia

FAX NO. +260 2 671075

Tel: +260 977198242

Internal Regulations
Preamble
The purpose of these regulations is to improve the quality of life and livelihood of the Zambian rural
communities by promoting ecological beekeeping and increased income generation through the
marketing of bee products.
These regulations standardize the partnership, commitments and duties between Bee Sweet Honey
Ltd., hereinafter referred to as “Bee Sweet” and the participating bee farmers hereinafter referred to as
“Beneficiaries”. Each party agrees on the following contributions to the project.
Contribution by Bee Sweet:
⇒ Bee Sweet will allocate (hybrid) top bar hives to the Beneficiary ready for suspension. The hives
will be delivered to a central point in the respective scheme area.
⇒ Bee Sweet may assist farmers through their agents in suspending the hives.
⇒ Bee Sweet will allocate buckets before each harvest to a central point and will harvest the hives
through its agents.
⇒ Bee Sweet will buy natural good quality honey from the Beneficiary to present market prices.
Purchases take place in each scheme once all the hives have been harvested and the honey has been
brought to the collection point.
⇒ Bee Sweet confirms its understanding and compliance with organic standards.
⇒ Bee Sweet has employed and trained internal inspectors for inspecting the Beneficiaries bee hives
and harvesting operations.
⇒ Bee Sweet agrees to permit external inspectors from ECOCERT to inspect the Beneficiaries bee
hives and Bee Sweets’ operations, processing and storage facilities.
⇒ Bee Sweet agrees to report any changes to ECOCERT before or when they happen.
⇒ Bee Sweet will take necessary action, exclude Beneficiaries from participation or withdraw bee
hives from beneficiaries in case of non-compliance with regulations.
Contribution by the Beneficiary:
 The Beneficiary confirms his/her understanding and compliance with organic standards.
 The Beneficiary will pick the hives from a central point in his scheme and transport them to the
farm.
 The Beneficiary will suspend the hives or assist Bee Sweet’s agents in suspension.
 The Beneficiary will protect the hives from theft and damages. Any such instances have to be
reported.
 The Beneficiary will guarantee that hives are suspended in pristine woodland. No pesticide,
fertilizer or any chemicals are used on agricultural land at least three km away from the bee hives.
 The Beneficiary will pick the empty buckets from a central point before the harvest and transport
the harvested honey to the central collection point in the scheme.
 The Beneficiary guarantees that the honey harvested remains pure and natural while in his care. All
buckets with honey must indicate the name, weight and hive number of the Beneficiary.
 The Beneficiary agrees to permit Bee Sweet’s internal inspectors and external inspectors from
ECOCERT to inspect his/her bee hives at any time.
 The Beneficiary agrees to report changes to Bee Sweet through his/her scheme partner before or
when they happen.
Date____________________
For Bee Sweet Honey Ltd.					
John Enright				

Quality Assurance
1. Top bar bee hives produced locally
in the Bee Sweet hive factory.

Frequently Asked Questions
Frequently Asked Questions
Frequently Asked Questions
Can you provide your Organic Certification documentation?
See attached for Ecocert Organic Honey Certification for the EU and USA

2. Partnership developed between a
Chief, beekeeping families, and Bee
Sweet to develop an area with hives
managed by local family beekeepers.

3. Hives are suspended in an area of
pristine forest with no chemical
presence.

Do you have your own honey producers or do you purchase the honey from
independent producers in Zambia?

All honey is harvested from hives manufactured in our factory and partners who are registered with Bee
Sweet Honey and under our supervision.
4. Honey is harvested and catalogued
in accordance with Eco Cert Organic
Specifications. The beekeeper is paid
an above market price for her honey.

What time of year is the harvest?
Twice a year, in May and then in November.

What is your estimate for honey volume available for export?

In 2014, we estimate that we will have 100 tons available for export. In 2015, 150 tons.

How and where is the honey extracted from the hives?
5. Honey is collected and transported
to Bee Sweet’s processing facility
where it is refined and cleaned.

The honey is extracted by professional harvesters equipped with modern beekeeping uniforms. The process
is completely sanitary. Our unique pulley system assures the bees are only minimally, and briefly impacted.
The honey is deposited directly into sealed, numbered and cataloged buckets adhering to a process
reviewed, approved, and inspected in our Organic Certification application and approval.

Describe the storage and transportation process of the honey as it leaves the forest?
6. Pure Certified Organic Honey is
sold locally and shipped for export to
Europe and the United States.

The sealed honey buckets are transported by truck to a honey storage facility located centrally to the general
geographic region the honey was harvested. These temporary storage facilities are built specifically to store
the honey following the specifications and procedures outlined in our Certification process. From there, the
sealed buckets are transported by truck to our storage facility at our Honey Processing facility.

How do you package the honey?
7. Profits are invested back into the
business to fund expansion; enabling
the Company to directly and
positively impact more of our African
neighbors.

For retail sales locally, the honey is put in jars, labeled and sold in various retail outlets. (350g, 500g, 3 kg) For
bulk sales, we will ship in 300kg food grade steel drums.

Which African port will the honey ship from?

We will ship through Walvis Bay, Namibia or Dar es Salam, Tanzania.

What is your delivered price for your honey?
$4.50 US per kg. Negotiable.

Need More Information?
Email:		
Phone:

Chrisf@emp4labels.com
In USA (317) 691-3086
Chris Fread
Business Manager
Bee Sweet Honey LTD

